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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

continuous graphite fiber reinforced aluminum ma&
composi(es are being considered for replacement of the
currently used aluminum alloy 6101-T6 in standard electronic
module (SEM) frames (thermal planes). GraphiWaluminum
composites offer greater stiffnes, strength, and in-plane
thermal conductivity, and lower density than aluminum alloys.
However, the thermal contact conductance of the junction
behvem the frame guide rib and aluminum A356-T61 chassis
card rail has a substantial effect on the overall thermal
performance of the frame. Hence,this investigation involved
' . g the thermal contact conductanceof
barc and electroplated silver wated IC1100 graphite f
i
b
reinforced aluminum 6063. Testing was performed over a
range of contact pnssurrs from 172 to 2758 kw (25 to 400
psi) and mean interface t e m p a t u m of 20 to 100'C (68 to
212OF). Bare junction thermal contact wnducrance varied
from 751 to 23340 W/n? (132 to 4104 BhJh-fPp), wbile the
conductance of the silver pkted graphiMaluminum ranged
from 998 to 4418 W/m2 (176 to n 8 BWh-PF). Although
the contact conductance of the barc graphitdaluminum is
generally greater than thatof the silver plated composite,silver
plating is recommended to prevent galvanic m s i o n of the
wmposite in a marine or other m s i v e mvironment. The
through-plane thermal wnductivity of the gmphiWaluminum
was n w a s d to be approximately 80 W/mK (46BhJh-ftT).

Power densities of electronics are wnhnually h&g
while size and weight consfmintsare becoming more shingent.
Consequently, alternative materials with higher thermal
conductivity and stiffness, as well as lower density are being
considered for replacement of the presently used aluminum and
copper in Standard Electronic Module (SEM) frames'. These
frames are also referred to as thermal plana or heat sinks.
Continuous graphite fiber reinforced metal matrix wmposites
exhibit these advantages over metals, making them attractive
alternative materials for applica!ions in avionics, spacecnf?,
and satellites'". However, the thermal contact conductance of
metal matrix composite frames to chassis card rails (Fig. 1)
must be evaluated in order to predict the performance of metal
matrix wmposites as SEM frames, and to allow comparisons
to the current metallic frames. This information is essential
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for predicting the temperature discontinuity between the frame
guide rib and the chassis card rail to which the module frame
is clamped.
Excessively large junction temperature
disconhities translate into higher circuit device (IC)
temperatures and an increased failure rate.'

The only previous study of the contact conductance of
metal matrix compositesfound in the open literahue dealt with
silicon carbide particulate reinforced aluminum alloy$.
However, these composites are vastly different in structure
from graphite fiber reinforced metal matrix composites,and
arc significantlyharder than aluminum alloys6. This precludes
using results for predicting the contact conductanceof graphite
fiber reinforced metal matrix composites.

Metal matrix composite frames are stiffer than metallic
frames, and thus, may reduce flexural fatigue of solder bonds
between devices and the printed win board'. However, the
deed compliance of metal matrix composite frames may
reduce the Contact area of the guide rib/card nil junction,
thereby increasing the thermal contact resistance. Also,metal
matrix composite frames often exhibit greater variations in
frames than metallic frames',which may also increasc contact
resisonce.
Inasmuch as thermal Contact resistance at the guide
riblcard rail junction is one of the most significant sources of
thermal d t a n c e of SEM's, a complete evaluation of metal
matrix composite frame must include dekmmab
'
'onofcontact
conductance.
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Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus.

Hewlett Packard (HP) 3497A datalogger. The facility 1s
controlled by an IBMcompatible 486-66MHz personal
computer.

Materbk
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The present investigation involves the apcrimental
detwnination of the thermal contactconductanceof a candidate
graphite fibdaluminum matrix composite frame ma(erial in
wnmt with the presently utilized aluminum A356T61 chassis
mamial over a range of contact prrssum and mean junction
tempraturcs experienced by ele#oNc modules.

Experimentpl FacW
Tk thermal contact conductance experiments arc
performed in the facility illustrated in Fig. 2. The apparatus
consists of a frame for supporting the cylindrical Jpecimens in
a vertical column. Interface prcssure behvm the specimcn
contact s
a is contmlled by varying the pnuunatic
pnssurc in the load w o w s , while the interface load is
meapu~curedwith a load cell. Each soura-sink-holda sssembly
is equipped with an electric heater and contains a coolant
passage thmgb which retrigaatai ethylme glycol from a
wnstant tunpaaturc bath may be drculatcd Thus, by
supplying power to MLC heater and coolant to the opposite
fixture, an axial heat flux may be gmaatcd. Load is
t r a n s f d from the frame to the fixtum through hardmed
steel ball bearings which serve to maintain uniform intafacc
pnssure as the ball bearings CaMOtacrt signihnt bending
lolds on the specimen column.

.

Tbe entire apperahls is e n d in a vacuum jar which
is held at 4.0' torr by an Alcatel hmstage rotary pump. The
vacuum pressure is measured by thermocouple gauges
oonnected to a Perkin Elmer M o N t o ~300 digital indicator.
Thermocouple voltages are measured to high accuracy by a

Ih candidate metal matrix composite SEM frame
material was fabricated by Americom, Inc. of Chatsworth,
California. It is composed of 42% by volume Kll00 (Amox
Corp.) graphite fibers with a balanced cross-ply (0-90)
orientation in a matrix of aluminum alloy 6063. K1100 fiben
arc employed for their high axial thermal conductivity; the
fiber name is derived from its approximate thermal
conductivity, 1100 W/mK(636 Bhlm-lYF). Aluminum alloy
6063 is also used for its relatively high thermal conductivity
(201 W/mK (116 BaJh-ft"F) for the -T6 quenched and aged
~ o n d i t and
i ~ ~218 W/mK (126 Bhlm-WF) When annealed)
cornparad to the commonly used aluminum alloy 6061-T6 (167
W/mK(96Bhlm-fPF)). Aluminum alloy 6101-T6 (218 W/mK
(126 Btu/h-ftOF)) is the material Specified in the production of
most presently employed monolithic metal SEM frames.
'Ihermalconductivity values for these various aluminum alloys
arc taLcn from the Metals Handbook'.
~~onofthegraphitc/plumium~proceedsps
follows. First, the graphite fibers arc given a sub-micnm
thick, c4wni-U~
vapor deposited (CVD),proprietary coating
which plotcds the fibgs from the molten aluminum during
casting and inweaability. The coated fibers (or fibcr
bundles, called tows) are layacd to make a preform by a
procesp calledpaddle winding, which is similar to filament
winding. Thc preform is positioned in the mold which consists
of mctal plates ground to the required dimensioas and
subsequently treated with a boron nitride release agent to
facilitate Icmovpl of the composite pylcl PRCT cast@. Tbe
prefodmold pssembly is insmunated with thermocouples
and placed in a p n s u e casting unit with the quircd quantity
of matrix mwrkl (aluminum 6063).

u

-

Table 1 Thermal Conductivity., Vickers Microhardness'.,

and Surface Profile Data*** for Test Specimens

W

*
**

k for nickel plating from Gawrilov". and k for silver from Touloukian and Ho".
H. is V" of uncoated substrate material, and H, is V" of coatinglsubstrate combination. As a point of reference,
Tabor" lists the hardness of aaneald silver 25 kglmm'.
*** The pair of values for eacb surface proftleparam& are for mutually perpendiculartraces across the surface.
**** All graphiteJaluminum specimens were tested in contact with the aluminum A356 beat flux meter.
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The pressure casting unit is muated and back-iilled
until the quired vacuum level is attained, then the unit's
heaters are activated. The assembly temperature is increased
to approximately 20°C (36°F) above the melting point of the
matrix makrial. The unit is pressurized with nitrogen gas to
ensure full densification of the composite, the heaters are
tumed off, and an active cold plate is bmught in contact with
the casting assembly to reduce the timeat-temperahue
exposure. Nitrogen p r e s s a is maintained until the assembly
reaches room temperahue. Once cooled, the asswnbly is
removed from the casting unit and excess matrix makrial is
mechanically moved. The assembly is opened and the
composite panel is extracted. A fine abrasive pad is used to
remove any residual release agent from the panel surfaces.
Three panels measuring nominally 7.62 x 7.62 cm (3.0 x 3.0
in.) wen produced, each with a differat thickness: 1.236 cm
(0.4863in.),0.742cm(0.2920in.)or0.248cm (0.0975in.).

potential differace between aluminum and graphite' would
cause galvanic corrosion of the aluminum in the presence of a
marine or othw corrosive atmosphere, if the composite is not
protected by a suitable coating.
The presently utilized monolithic aluminum 610I-T6
S E M fnmesare given a hard anodic Coating, synthesized in a
low-temperahue sulfuric acid electrolyte (desigrmted Type III
in Military Specifidon A-8625l?), for corrosion protection.
However, apart from the fact that anodic coatings reduce
t h d contact conductance in comparison to metal contacts"',
graphitelaluminum cannot be anodized. Exposed fibers draw
cunmt away from the aluminum,preventing synthesis of the
anodic coating (aluminum oxide, AI&).

As part of a previous investigation, Lambert and
Fletches"determined that elechuplated silver Coatings provide
ample conusion protection in addition to significantly
ahancing thermal contact conductance. The plating is
achieved by a tJuee step process. First,the graphitelaluminum
specimens are electroless nickel plated in a solution developed
by Maclean and KaRen" using mdhods described by Krieg".
An undcrpkting of nickel is recommended to improve adhesion
of the silver overplating". The electroless nickel plating is
22.6 to 24.6 pm (0.890 to 0.969 in.) thick.

Test Spedmens
T k upper and lower heat flux meters are fabricated
from the aluminum A356T61 card chassis material and are
both 10.16 cm (4 in.) long. The middle specimen is
graphitelaluminum compxite and is one of thret thickneses,
1.236 cm (0.4863 in.), 0.742 an (0.2920 in.) or 0.248 cm
(0.0975 in.). The flux meters and composite specimen all
measure 2.54 cm (1.00in.) in diameter.

Second. a very thin 'strike" silver Coating is mlied,
using a solution descrhd by Blair", which improk adhesion
of the third and final Coating, the thicker outermost main silver
plating. This final layer is deposited in an electrolyte
which yields datively
formulated by Sova and
soft silver platings.
Fwr elearolcss niclal plated
gnphite/pluminum specimens wen silver clcaroplated to four
thickly1cp: 12.7, 26.2, 39.1, and 52.2 pm (O.oooS;O, 0.00103,
0.00154,and 0.oMOs in., rrspectivelyt, to evalw the &at
of rilva plating thiclolcsp on mtact mnduaance.

The upper and lower heat flux meters each contain five
holes drilled radially to their centerlines at 0.635 cm (0.25 in.)
intervals. Type K (chromcl-alumel) spedal limit Of
(In
d,
1.lWthumocouples are iaJatcd into the h o b , and
are held in place by aluminum powder which is packed into the
hob. Thc metallic powder cMIIlc(I good thrmpl contact of
the thamocwplebcad to the mtireperiphe-ryofthe hole. 'Ihe
metpl matrix co@te
specimen is not iactnuoeated for
through-plnne tbamnt wnductivity tests. It is iartrumcntcd
with four Type K thamocouples bonded at equally sppced
intervals amund the specimen's peripheqmidway khuem the
upper and lower surfacts.
d

Mivobprdneas-

Thc Vickas microhardnm 0
of the dunhum
A356-T61 and the bare and silver ctectropkted
graphitdaluminum was measd using a Beuhler
nim&mks tcstn for a range of indentor loads from 10 to
500 grams force. Avaage VHN vplucs are listed in Table 1.

cOptinL-

Some graphite fibers are left exposed during fabrication
of the graphitelaluminum panels. The large e k h d x d d
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Fig. 4 Total through-plane thermal resistance vs. specimen
thicknessfor all fifteen (five each of three thicknesses)graphite
K1100/aluminum 6063 specimens at median specimen test
temperature (8O'C).

Fig. 3 Schematic of temperature profile through specimens
and method for calculating thermal contact conductance.

Surface Menavpmentr

The surface profiles of contacting surfaces significantly
their contact conductance. Thus, the surfaccs of all test
specimens were charactenzed
'
using a Surfanalyza4000/5000
surface pmfilomctcr from Federal Products. Mcaswrmcnts

thamocouplc readings. The heat flux through the aluminum
A356 mctcr is estimated as the average flux through the two

include: root mean quare (Rus) and antQline average
(CLA) roughness, m and average waviness, overall flatness
deviation IJlR), and ms asperity slope. Tk3e surfact
characteristics, as well as specimen conductivity and
micmhardoess measunments, are listed in Table 1. Note that
the silver plated graphitelaluminum specimens exhibit
approximately twice the roughnws, waviness, and flatness
deviation of the bare graphitelaluminum specimens.

d computed tempuahrn gradient.

affect

irollmaas. F ~ s I ~ w i s a g a i n u s e d t o ~ t h e
conductivityof the aluminum A356 from its estimated heat flux

n d u c t i v i t y of the
graphitelaluminum composite must also be known in
calculatiq the thermal contact conductance of the interface
b e t w a graphitelaluminum and aluminum A356. None of the
graphitJaluminum specimens is thick enough to allow the
tunpaahlrc gradient through its thickness to be explicitly
mewllcdwith thamocouplesplaced at intervals along its axis.
Thus, the through-plane thermal conductivity was determined
as follows.

w

'Ihernml Conductldty callbration

Tltc thermal conductivity of the uppcr and lower
aluminum A356 specimens was measured, so that the heat flux
acm the contact could be accurately measured. Toward this
purpose,the upper and lower aluminum A356 flux meters were
replaced by a pair of elem~lyticiron heat flux meters of
known conductivityaD, fabricated from material furnished by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Thex
iron flux metas are ideaticalin configuration to the aluminum
A356 flux meters. The middle composite spechen was
replaced by a third aluminum A35tST61 flux meter, machined
from the same stockused to fabricate the two flux meters used
for contact conductance Wing. This additional aluminum
A356 flux metn is 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) long and is instrumented
with five T y p K thermocouples at 0.635 cm (0.25 in.)
intavplr. use of the calibrated Jecaolytic iron flux meters
Puows the mcasud conductivity of the aluminum A356T61
to be tracepble toa universally accepted staadard.

-

The total thermal resistance of five specimens of each
of the three panel thicknesw (fifteen total specimens) was
measured, using the decholytic iron standard heat flux meters.
Thc total thermal resistance is the sum of the bulk thermal
rrsistance of the graphitelaluminum and the contact resistance
of the twointerfaces with the iron flux metus, and is defined
as the heat flux divided by the total temperahue change
between the elec~lyticiron flux meters, as illusaated in Fig.
3. T k through plane thermal conductivity of the
graphitelaluminum is the slope of the total thermal resistance
versus specimen thickness. Total resistance is plotted as a
funclion of specimen thickness in Fig. 4 for the example case
of the median test temperature,80°C (176°F).

Au specimens were tested over a temperahue range of
20" to 140°C (68 to 2 8 4 ' 3 . Dow Coming Type 340 heat
sink compound was applied to the contacting surfaces and a
constvltcontact pressure of 3447 kPa (500 psi) was maintained
toobtainminimizcd, more uniform amtact mistana for all
tiftc~
Jpecimas 81 a given avenge qecimen tcmpcraturc.

During calibration, FoUria's Law of heat amducthais
used to compute the heat flux in each iron mctQ from its
known conductivity md computed tempcntun gradient,
ObtPiDed from a least-4u.w~ linear @on
of its
4

w
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%etmal Contacl Conductance ExperimentaJ Procedure
Each test is begun by c l m g all contact surfaces a h

The uncoated or silver over nickel plated
graphitelalumurn speclmen is inserted between the aluminum
A356 flux meters and a light l a d is apphed. The composite
specimen is visually aligned, then initially loaded to 2758 kPa
(400 psi). This pnssure is applied to simulate the standard
practice of exerting maximum nted torque to wedge clamps
when installing SEM’s. The thermocouples are connected to
the datalogger. The vacuum jar is sealed over the apparatus
and a vacuum is drawn. The specimensare allowed to outgas,
and the molant valve for the selected source-sink-holder
assembly is o p e d . The interface of interest is the one at
which heat passes from the composite specimen (SEM frame)
to the aluminum A356 flux meter (card chassis). The data
acquisition and cootrol program is then executed, it computes
contact conductance at three minute intervals while maintaining
the desired pnssure and temperature.

Specimen 5 4
Gr/AlCouponC2.25.3umNi/12 7urnAg
Cr/AI Coupon C4.25.3 urn NI/ 26.2 Um Ag
-b- Gr/Al CoupOn Cl , 2 5 . 3um Ni / 39.1 Urn Ag
-.e.. G r / A l C o u p ~ n C 3 , 2 4 . 6 u r n N i / 5 0 . 8 u m A g
-0.-

acetone.
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Fig. 5 Vickers microhardnw vs. indentor load for aluminum
A356-T61 and bare and elecaoplated silver over elecholess
nickel plated graphite K1100/aluminum 6063.

RESULTS AM) DISCUSSION
The thermal contact conductance of bare and silver over
nickel plated Kll00 graphite fiberlaluminum 6063 composite
in contact with aluminum A356-T61 was measured.
Graphitelaluminum is a candidate material for replacement of
the cunently used aluminum alloy 6101-T6 in electronic
module fnmes. Testing was performed over a pressure range
of I72 to 2758 kPa (25 to 400 psi) and at three interface
tempuatuns: 20, 60, and 100°C (68, 140, and 212°F.
respectively). The through-plane thermal COnduchVity of
graphitelaluminum was also measured, as it affects the thermal
performance of the composite. Vickers microhardness and
surface profile measurements were also performed.

Thamal contact conductance is defined as the heat flux
over the interfacedivided by the tempemlure discontinuity
~ c m s sthe interface. The temperagradients through the
two aluminum A356 flux meters are obtained from leasts q m linear regressiws of their thermocouple readings. The
heat flux through each aluminum A356 meter is then calculated
from Fourier’s Law and its known tempetahue gradient and
conductivity. The heat flux through the composite specimen is
estimated as the average flux through the aluminum meters,
and Fourier’s Law is employed again to calculate the
temperature gradiurt through the composite fmm its calibrated
conductivity and this estimated heat flux. The interface
tempcnnut of the flux mem is computed directly fmm its
~ c a equation.
l
The intafacc t e m m of the
graphitelaluminum specimen is extrapolated from its explicitly
known average tempetahue (fmm the readings of its four
thamocouples) and its computed temperame gradient. This
method is illushated in Fig. 3.

VkkWSMicrohardilrss
A8

illustrated in Fig. 5, the VicLrm micmbardoesp

0
of the silver over nickel plated graphiwalumioum is
essmtially iadepndent of both indeJltor load and silver plating
thichn. This SUgg&
that thc very h a d Cy”=600)”
clcctroley nickcl underplating dow not affect the i n d i d
haIdnus, even forthe thinnest silvcrwaplating at the highest
indentor load. The avaage bardoesp of the silverlnickel plated
graphitelaluminum is 86 kg/mm2, which is relatively low for
silver clcctropltings.

The mimhardna of the bate graphitelaluminum
has an
average value of 42 kg/mm’, very nearly half that of the
silver/nic&I plated graphite/aluminum. The aluminum 6063
manix is probably annealed, because the composite was not
quenched from the melt temperature, resulting in a very low
hardness.

-

dcaepsa modentcly with inagsing indentor load and

UnceapintyAnnlySis
unanainty in the upcrimentauy detamuyd
.tbamal
contact conductance v&ea arises from a number of s o m ,
PraQhflY
’ ties in the-th&GG7i--*s.
These an due to dight inhomogateitieS in the t h e r m m p i
alloys and signal noise in the instnrmentation. The method of
Kline and McClintock2’ was used to estimate the overall
-ty.

The aluminum ,4356-1’61 chassis material is a quenched
and age hvdated alloy, bdng harder than both the bare and
silverlnickel plated graphitelaluminum frame materials. The
hardness of the aluminum A356 increases moderately with
incroSing lmd and has an average vdue of llYkg/mm?.

The unwtainty in the thermal conductivity of the

aluminum A356 is 2.4%, while that for the ulrough plane
L-

G / A I Specimen 53

._”__&/AI

Conductance data for each specimen were obtained for
mean inte&ce temperatures of 20,60, and 100°C (68,140,
and 212°F. respectively).
For each mean interfw
temperature, pnssure was inmas& over a range of five
values, apecitically, 172, 345, 689, 1379, and 2758 kPa (25,
50, 100,200, and 400psi). Steady-state was assumed to have
been achieved when none of the ten most recent conductance
measurements (taken over the preceding half hour) d e d by
greater than 0.5% from the average value for the ten readings.

-
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thermal conductivity of the ntauhitelaluminum is 6.4%. The
uncertainhes ~n the-contact Gniuctance experiments are 5.0%
for the heal flux atid 2.2% for the temperature discontinuiry.
The overall uncemnty in the conductance data is 8.7%.

IbrouLb-Plsoe n dConductivity
’Ihe through-plane t h d conductivity of the
graphitelalumhuun is plotled m Flg. 6. Note that the
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Fig. 8 Thermal contact conductance vs. apparrnt contact
pnssure for bare graphiWaluminum to aluminum A356T61.

Contact Pressure (hPo)
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Fig. 7 Thermal contpct conductance vs. apparent contact
pnssun for barc graphitdaluminum to aluminum A356T61 at
median interface temperahue (6O'C).

conductivity bears almost no depenaenceon temperame. ?he
mom temperame, 2YC WF)
d u e , 79.2 W/mK (46 BtdhA T ) , is approximately 36% of the thermal conductivity of the
currently used aluminum 610LT6 module frametemperature,
218 W/mK,(126 BNlh-ft'F).

in Table I. Nonlineprity in the conductance data for some
Jpedrmu may k caused by distortion under increased load,
multing in inncased macrosoopic contact ma.

Thc influence of intemperame on the thermal
contact conductance of the bare pximms is portrayed in Fig.
8. The mtact conductance (averaged for all five bare
Specimens) incRares with increasing temperame,though not
gmatly. Softening of the annealed aluminum 6063 matrix is
quite likely responsible for this behavior.

The through-plane thermal
. . conductivity is important for
more than maely demmumg thennal contact conductance.
The conductivity indicam how w d heat gmcrated by the
electronic deviax mounted on the frameis spread to the high
conductivity graphite f i b . Low tbrough-plane thermal
conductivity is a potential dmwback of organic maaiX (e&,
epoxy and polyamide) graphite reinforced composite frames'.

Contact Candudpaee of Silver Plated Crnphite/AlUminum

Figure 9 iuusaates the contact conductance of
dectroplated silver over dectroless Nckel plated graphite
~ c o n t P e t c o n d u e t p l r e o I B O R G r a ~aluminum.
~
The contact conductance decrrases minimally with
inmasing silver plating thickness. The wnductanw i n m a w
Thrmpl umtact umductancc mults for the five barc
graphitdduminum spcdmcns tcstcd an shown in Pi. 7 for vcry slightly with increasing temperame,since the aluminum
thc mcdian intafacc temof 6O'C. Botb the magnibdc A356 softens very little over the temperawe range tested,
and stop of thcwu.tactamdwtamvary modcratey from OLIC while any softening of the silver is imprceptible.a
@mea
to anotha. This is possibly due to the diffcriog
surfpce p
r
o
w of the spcimens, which dictvc the size and
The conductancc of the silver/nickel plated
shape of the msQuscDpic umtact ma. Note the substantial graphiWalUmiaum exhibits considerably more uniform, linear
natnua dcviPtioos (Tm) of the glaphiWal~umalxzhau
trends than do the conductance results for the bare

6

w

y

I ,
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plane thermal conductivity of the composite should also be
ascertained, as it is of importance in evaluatmg performance of
the module frame.

Graphite fiber mpper matrix composites are being
considered for replacing electroless nickeJ plated copper
CllooO frame in high power modules. Characterization
should include measurement of the through-plane and in-plane
f i e n d conductivity and thermal contact conductance. In
addition, contact conductance tests of electroless nickel plated
graphitefwpper and elecaoplated silver over electroless nickel
plated graphWcopper should also be performed, since this
composlte is susceptible to galvanic corrosion.
Fig. 10 Thermal contact conductance vs. appatrnt contact
pressure for ekhuplaw silver over elearolcnr nickel plated
graphitelaluminum to aluminum A356-T61 compand to
thermal contact conductance of anodized aluminum 6101-T6 to
aluminum A356T61.
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